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We show that the difference between Halenka’s model simulations and our analytical results is most prob-
ably due to some assumptions and inherent restrictions of his model.
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Halenka compares hismodel simulationswith our analyti-
cal results. His model assumptions are listed, e.g., on p. 1
the paper by Halenka and Olchawa@1# ~his Ref. 7!. Below
we will show that the difference between his and our res
is most probably due to some of assumptions and inhe
restrictions of his model.

It is well known that statistical fluctuations of the sim
lated distribution should very strongly affect numerical c
culations of the Stark shift, which is a much more sub
effect than the Stark width and might actually preven
‘‘catching’’ of the Stark shift. This fact has been explicitl
confirmed in the recent paper by Wujecet al. @2#, where in
Sec. II A they wrote, ‘‘Unfortunately, even after averaging
10,000 initial perturber configurations, the resulting stati
cal noise of the imaginary part of the autocorrelation fun
tion, ImC(t), did not allow to determine reliable asymmetri
and shifts of the profile.’’ No wonder that by averaging ov
only 3000 initial perturber configurations, Halenka w
much further away from obtaining a reliable shift than in t
work @2#.

We note that a uniform shift of the entire profile, used
Halenka as a ‘‘test,’’ is not adequate to the real situati
Indeed, in reality, different parts of the profile are shift
differently—in magnitude and, sometimes, even in sign. T
resultingshift of the center of gravityis much harder to catch
in simulations~burdened by the high statistical noise! than
the uniform shift of the entire profile. However, it is pre
cisely theshift of the center of gravitythat is identified by us
analytically as the dipole ionic-electronic shift~DIES!.

Halenka’s simulations seem to be ill suited when a plas
approaches nonideality, thus putting a physical restriction
the effective number of perturbers. But this is precisely
range of plasma parameters where the DIES becomes sig
cant. For plasmas far from being nonideal, where his sim
lation technique should work well, our analytical resu
show that the DIES becomes ‘‘nearly zero’’ or, physica
speaking, insignificant compared to other sources of
shift—in agreement with the outcome of Halenka’s simu
tions ~the DIES dramatically decreases with increasingT
and/or decreasingNe).

In addition, Halenka’s simulation technique~first pre-
sented in the paper by Halenka and Olchawa@1#! requires the
introduction of somearbitrary minimal cutoff parameter
Rmin ~minimal impact parameter!, as was emphasized esp
cially clear ~several times! in recent papers by Olchawa@3#
and by Wujecet al. @2#. The cutoff chosen by Halenka coin
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cides by an order of magnitude with the electron Weissk
radiusRW .

In distinction, our analytical theory does not require
cutoff at impact parameters comparable toRW . Moreover, it
is important to realize that the DIES accrues a signific
part of its value at impact parameters withinRW . Therefore,
the truncation of the simulation volume by an inner sphere
the radiusRmin might be another probable reason that p
vented Halenka from ‘‘catching’’ the DIES.

Figure 2 from Halenka’s Comment actually illustrates th
point. From his Fig. 2 it is seen that his ImC(t), simulated
with Rmin55a0 (a0 is the Bohr radius!, differs from zero
much more significantly than his ImC(t), simulated with
Rmin513.5a0 .

In the latest paper on this simulation technique@3# Ol-
chawa, while emphasizing that the line shift in this mod
strongly dependson the choice ofRmin , wrote that achieving
a good fit of calculatedHa shifts to the experimental one
requires even a higher value ofRmin : namely,Rmin522a0.
This means that already atRmin513.5a0 and even more so a
Rmin55a0 Halenka would be at odds with experiments a
this discrepancy would increase if he would try to dimini
Rmin .

Halenka wrote that as the electron density grows a
causes the increase of the linewidth, it becomes more fa
able for his simulations that work better at short times wh
computingC(t). However, while this might be sufficient fo
determining the width, we note thatC(t) calculated accu-
rately only at short times would not be able to adequat
describe the central part of the profile and would result i
significant loss of accuracy in determining the shift.

Halenka wrote that the leading point of the DIES was t
dipole electron shiftdn originally introduced by Sholin, De-
mura, and Lisitsa@4#. However, within the framework of@4#,
for each and every pair of Stark components having the s
absolute value ofn(n12n2)2n8(n182n28), the center of
gravity shift is zero~heren1 and n2 are parabolic quantum
numbers of the upper Stark state; those with the prime r
to the lower Stark state!. Therefore, within the framework o
@4#, the center of gravity shift of the entire line is zero.
reality, the leading point of the DIES was the allowance
the indirect coupling between the electron and ion m
crofields, carried out via the radiator as the intermediary. I
the allowance for this indirect coupling, made within th
framework of the generalized theory~GT! @5–7#, that re-
sulted in the nonzero shift of the center of gravity of the lin
which we called the DIES@8#.
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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Further, Halenka reiterated Griem’s comment@9# that pre-
sumably allowance for the Debye shielding would radica
diminish dn and the DIES. We had already rebutted Griem
comment and refer readers to our rebuttal@10#.

Halenka also brought up a hypothesis that the discrepa
between his model simulations and our analytical res
might be due to approximations we made. The approxim
tions we made for electrons were based on the fact that
the conditions of the experiment@8# the number of electrons
n54pNeRW

3 /3 in the sphere of the electron Weisskopf rad
is much smaller than unity. For example, for the most inte
lateral components of theHa line we findn>0.01!1 for the
conditions of the experiment@8#. It is commonly accepted
that forn!1, the binary and impact approximations~as well
as the perturbation theory used for the minor part of
microfield! should be adequate. As for the quasistatic
proximation for ions, it was eliminated by us in Ref.@11#
~Halenka’s Ref.@16#! without a significant effect on the re
sults.

Halenka mentioned that an additional source of the s
arises when the inhomogeneity of the electric microfield
taken into account. He referred this discovery to the pape
his collaborator Olchawa@3# published in 2002~Halenka’s
Ref. 13!. However, in reality this was discovered by us
early as 1997 and published in Ref.@12# ~Halenka’s Ref. 14!.
We called this source of shift the quadrupole ionic-electro
shift ~QIES!—to acknowledge the role of the inhomogene
ia
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of the electric microfield represented by the quadrupole
teraction with the radiator.

Below Halenka’s Eq.~1!, he wrote that in his simulations
‘‘the electron-ion coupling was taken into account in a na
ral way.’’ However, from his Eq.~1! it is clear that in reality
he did not take into account the direct interaction of t
electrons and ions, represented by the acceleration of e
trons by the ion field~AEIF! @13,10#.

Halenka’s model calculations of the plasma state and
‘‘second guessing’’ of the diagnostics in the experiment@8#
are based on questionable assumptions. By now, the ex
mental results from@8# have been independently confirme
in other experiments at the same range of plasma param
as in@8#, but performed at a different plasma source by F
et al. and published recently in Ref.@11#. The plasma source
is a flash tube: it produces a plasma ofNe;1018 cm23 and
higher in the range of the temperatureT'(1 – 2) eV,Ne and
T being measured independent of theHa line shape, width,
and shift @11#. These are practically the same ranges ofNe
and ofT as in the laser-induced underwater plasma@8#. Flih
et al. @11# found that their experimental results are consist
with the Ha widths and shifts measured in the laser-induc
underwater discharge@8,14#. Flih et al. @11# also found that
their experimental widths and shifts of theHa line were in
good agreement with Oks’s theory of Stark widths and sh
@5–7,10–13,15#, while comparison with the correspondin
Griem’s theory@16–18# yielded significant discrepancies: u
to a factor of 2 for the shifts—just as in the experiment@8#.
ant.
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